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stellar streams
(also known as tidal tails)
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• Tracers of Galactic structure and evolution 

• Stars in streams are sensitive to Galactic potential
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Why do we care about

• Local evidence of hierarchical formation & accretion 

• Tracers of Galactic structure and evolution 

• Stars in streams are sensitive to Galactic potential

stellar streams?

Infer gravitational potential of the Milky Way!

Merger history!



there are many known streams…

Belokurov et al. (2007)



so why do we care about this one?
-  No known parent system (hence ‘Orphan’) -- yet 

-  Long baseline in distance: ~20 kpc to >55 kpc 

-  Clearly spans >60 degrees of arc on-sky 

-  Kinematically cold (~8 km/s) 

-  Excellent potential for modelling



we want to know:
(1) what’s disrupting? 
!

!

(2) where is it?

is the parent system a globular cluster, a dwarf spheroidal? 
what are it’s properties?

where is the parent system? has it completely disrupted? 
models are missing a critical piece of the puzzle here



is the parent a satellite system we 
already know about?

(but we just don’t know it’s the parent)



• Segue 1 

• NGC 2419 

• Other globular clusters

• Complex A H I clouds 

• Sextans 

• Ursa Major II

possibleassociations:



• Segue 1 

• NGC 2419 

• Other globular clusters

• Complex A H I clouds 

• Sextans 

• Ursa Major II

After more detailed modelling…

possibleassociations:

…or it may be an undiscovered satellite in the southern sky.



one (Matt) might ask:

Need complete, deep multi-band imaging over a large area of 
the southern sky

Surveys upcoming: LSST, SkyMapper.

why hasn’t this been solved yet?
Very low surface brightness system



the alternative:a spectroscopic approach

Target individual stars in the stream with 
high-resolution spectroscopy



Stars that grew up in globular 
clusters and dwarf galaxies have 

different chemistry
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why?

We can infer properties about the 
undiscovered parent system from individual 

stars in the stream

Stars that grew up in globular 
clusters and dwarf galaxies have 

different chemistry



the alternative:a spectroscopic approach

Target: intrinsically bright FGK-type giants

low-resolution

Newberg et al. (2010)



Milky Way disc stars 
dominate 

!
(nearby, and most are 

intrinsically faint 
dwarfs)
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the alternative:a spectroscopic approach
Milky Way disc stars 

dominate 
!

(nearby, and most are 
intrinsically faint 

dwarfs)

FGK giant stars? 
Orphan stream giants?

low-resolution



the alternative:a spectroscopic approach
low-resolution

20 stars in common



the alternative:a spectroscopic approach
Large spread in  
 stream[Fe/H]: 

~0.5 dex 
!
!
!

what’s disrupting? 
Suggestive of a dwarf 

galaxy origin?

low-resolution



9 high probability stream 
members, another 5 medium 

probability targets

with Magellan/MIKE
High-Resolution Spectroscopy 

From low-resolution spectra:
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9 high probability stream 
members, another 5 medium 

probability targets

with Magellan/MIKE
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lower probability targets 
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9 high probability stream 
members, another 5 medium 

probability targets

with Magellan/MIKE

Let’s observe a couple of 
lower probability targets 

now too.
Worst. Idea. Ever.

High-Resolution Spectroscopy 

From low-resolution spectra:



with Magellan/MIKE

5 stars observed: 1 low, 1 
medium, 3 high probability 

targets

(and 7 well-studied Milky 
Way stars)

High-Resolution Spectroscopy 

From high-resolution spectra:



the alternative:a spectroscopic approach
short primer on

low-resolution and high-resolution stellar spectroscopy 
have very different analysis approaches



the alternative:a spectroscopic approach
short primer on

• Excitation and ionisation balance of Fe lines 
!

• 1D LTE Castelli/Kurucz atmospheres 
!

• Equivalent widths & synthesis for lines with strong isotopic/hyperfine 
splitting

low-resolution and high-resolution stellar spectroscopy 
have very different analysis approaches

the high-resolution approach:



the alternative:a spectroscopic approach
Low and medium probability stream targets were 

actually foreground Milky Way stars.

high-resolution

Three high probability stars are giant stars with stream-
like velocities and stream-like distances. 

Metallicity spread persists!

HRS-LRS [Fe/H] difference: 0.00 to 0.09 dex



• NGC 2419 is a bright (Mv ~ -9.6), distant (~90 kpc), metal-
poor ([Fe/H] ~ -2.15) globular cluster with a small intrinsic 
[Fe/H] dispersion 

• Globular clusters have strong anti-correlations in light-
element abundances (Na-O, Mg-Al, etc) 

• Mg-K anti-correlation is entirely unique to NGC 2419

Orphan Stream
with high-resolution spectra

Is there a possible association with NGC 2419?
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NGC 2419 star 
abundances from two 

different studies



Orphan Stream
with high-resolution spectra

Is there a possible association with NGC 2419?

NGC 2419 star 
abundances from two 

different studies

No evidence for it in our data!



Orphan Stream
with high-resolution spectra

Is there a possible association 
with Segue 1?

Figure credit: Newberg et al. (2010)

• Segue 1 is an UFD in a nearby position, similar velocities 
and distance 
!

• Similarly metal poor 
!
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Orphan Stream
with high-resolution spectra

Is there a possible association 
with Segue 1?

• Segue 1 is an UFD in a nearby position, similar velocities 
and distance 
!

• Similarly metal poor 
!

• No evidence of tidal disruption!

Vargas et al. (2013)

Extremely high [alpha/Fe] — lack of 
pollution by Type 1a SN



Orphan Stream
with high-resolution spectra
[alpha/Fe] abundances trace 

SN production

what’s disrupting? 
Suggestive of a dwarf 

galaxy origin



what’s disrupting? 
Also suggestive of a 
dwarf galaxy origin!

Orphan Stream
with high-resolution spectra

[Ba/Y] traces heavy-to-light neutron-capture elements



What does the chemistry tell us about,..

• [Mg/Fe] and [K/Fe] are “normal” — unlike that observed in NGC 2419 
!

• Large dispersion in [Fe/H] — more representative of a dwarf galaxy 
than a globular cluster (e.g., NGC 2419) 
!

• [alpha/Fe] lower than Milky Way at same [Fe/H] by 0.2 dex, and are 
~0.4 dex lower than what’s observed in Segue 1 
!

• [Ba/Y] limits are consistent with a dwarf galaxy environment

possible associations? / what’s disrupting?



Summary
• We don’t know where the Orphan stream parent is, but 

we know it’s probably not an existing satellite. 

• Chemistry ([Fe/H] dispersion, [alpha/Fe], [Ba/Y]) 
suggests the parent is an undiscovered dwarf satellite 
galaxy. 

• Hopefully with our DECam program, we’ll know exactly 
where it is soon, allowing for more informative modelling 
of the Milky Way—satellite interaction.



thank you
for your attention

Andy Casey

(and the free bread and cheese)


